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		If you’re jumping off at Outer Harbour Cruise Terminal in Adelaide and need a car to explore the city for the day, Budget Adelaide city has an exclusive rate for you to get to the good stuff with. 

Book at Adelaide City using BCD D965125 to receive exclusive rates. To get to our location simply hop on the train directly across the street from the cruise terminal and take the train to the city.

Pick up is available at Budget Adelaide city from 8am.

Drop off to Adelaide City, weekdays by 5pm, weekends by 2pm or to Adelaide Airport by 11pm.



For more information please reach out to us at 08 8161 1700 and quote BCD D965125
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		Offer valid at Budget Adelaide City Australia only.
	Pick up of vehicle is from Budget Adelaide City only.
	Available on B, C, D, E, V and W car groups, subject to availability.
	Offer must include BCD D965125 and valid on rate 1M only.
	Minimum rental of 1 day applies.
	Not available on corporate, travel industry, net and non-discountable rates.
	May not be used in conjunction with any other promotion, coupon or discounted offer.
	Offer is non-transferable and non-refundable
	Budget standard age, credit and driver requirements apply
	An advanced reservation is required
	Standard Budget Rental Terms and Conditions apply







 




	
		
	

	
	
			Offer valid at Budget Adelaide City Australia only.
	Pick up of vehicle is from Budget Adelaide City only.
	Available on B, C, D, E, V and W car groups, subject to availability.
	Offer must include BCD D965125 and valid on rate 1M only.
	Minimum rental of 1 day applies.
	Not available on corporate, travel industry, net and non-discountable rates.
	May not be used in conjunction with any other promotion, coupon or discounted offer.
	Offer is non-transferable and non-refundable
	Budget standard age, credit and driver requirements apply
	An advanced reservation is required
	Standard Budget Rental Terms and Conditions apply
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